Crowned X Marks and others – Maker Identification?
Back in the 1990s the Pewter Collectors Club of America did some research to see if Crowned X marks
found with or without other marks could by themselves lead to the identification of who made the piece.
This writer has so far been unable to access this research. It has not yet been declined it just has not been
located!
Very often inside the centre base of mugs a crowned X is seen, and quite often there may be no other makers
mark. This sometimes happens with plates, not infrequently the only identifiable mark not really badly worn
can be a crowned X mark.
So this article sets out to show some of the results of this writer’s look at his own collection. Were a large
number of collectors to do the same then the results might lead to increased likelihood of identifying (in
reasonable probability) who made what. Though it is thought Pewterers may have shared certain punches.
The American Pewter Collectors may already have done this.

Stephen Cox
(OPM1189) of Bristol.
Appears to have
worked from 1735 to
his death in 1754.
Plain rimmed 9” plate

Robert Patience
(OP3548/9) between
1737 and 1770 he
worked as a pewterer
on his own account in
Fleet Street London.

John Carruthers Crane
1807 – 1838 in
Bewdley in an
unrecorded mark?

Crane and Stinton
1807 – 1821 in
Bewdley another
unrecorded full mark?
John Stinton and John
Carruthers Crane
successors to Ingram &
Hunt

Samuel Cocks or his
wife Susannah Cocks
Working from 18171819 (he) 1819-1844
(her) Fleet Street area
of London, she is
recorded as a pewterer
- due to his short
working life it is
unclear if he actually
was a working
pewterer or a
haberdasher.

The Crown is not good
enough to show with
the X though the PS
database holds a good
image of it

Unknown but the
internal pot touch
unrecorded by the
writer resembles that of
John Carruthers Crane
Though surely the
crown is different –
who knows?
Stynt Duncumb 1745 –
1767 Birmingham and
Bewdley – a large
variety of crowns is
shown on the PS
website and it would be
unlikely one particular
Crowned X could pin
him down without
other evidence
Thomas Leatherbarrow
working Liverpool
From 1800 onwards,
One of three of this
name in the Wigan
Liverpool area from
1700 onwards

Unknown but - PreImperial Ale Standard
Pewter Mug –
escutcheon and handle
joint, low fillet, footrim
and handle terminal –
crowned Leyland
Inspection mark to the
front, crowned X
quality mark over
remains of four hall
marks, D? Buckle, ,
stands 4 ƒ”

Thomas Bennet of
Bristol working from
1761.
Distinctive X

James Yates of
Birmingham 18371851 with an
unrecorded crowned X
mark with a letter S
over the distinctive
Crowned X this spikey
crown is unlike any
other recorded for this
pewterer and several
others are recorded

1822 – 1835 in Wigan
Bolton & Wylde a
most distinctive
crowned X and
unlikely any different
to the two recorded
crowned X marks

Unknown origin –
shown here because of
the crown within a
background - quite
unusual in crowned Xs
– perhaps someone
knows whose this was

Attributed to John
Shorey the 2nd working
in London from 1708 –
1732
The drawing shown on
record scarcely
captures the essence of
a distinctive crown

Yates Birch & Spooner
of Birmingham a
partnership from 1828
– 1839 (a mark that
was faked though
unlikely this was) this
crowned X is not good
enough but is likely
different to that
recorded
Despite the distinctive
crowned X really this
maker is unknown – a
perhaps it is Edward
Yorke of York in 1732
- 1776

Thomas Holgate of
Liverpool 1835- 1846

Thomas Holgate of
Liverpool 1835- 1846
Shows the difficulties
with crowns in - is this
any different to the one
above?

Thomas Boulton I of
Wigan 1723 - 1750

Unknown

Other marks with Crowns and/or X marks that took the writer’s eye as this list was compiled with a few clues
– (perhaps this should have been a competition to see who could identify the pewterers using these)

Yates with the number 5 perhaps
to identify the Pewterer perhaps
middle 1800s

Yates with a 2 to denote the
pewterer - perhaps late 1800s.

Norfolk?
A rather nice SUPER FINE

Robert Stanton II – 1810-1842 shown
here for the use of CROWN over the
PINT as one mark

Likely a Hale of Bristol (?)

Wm Mackenzie of Birmingham
working from 1794 (?)

I Vickers of Birmingham
(to 1830)

Used by the Christopher Banckes I and
II of Bewdley from 1693 - 1788
Gaskell & Chambers using James
Yates molds early 1900s?
Clearly with a lot more research and examples from many more pieces it should be established if a particular
crowned X mark (or other such marks) which were not difficult to make, can be said to belong to a particular
pewterer.
Likely some readers may have more knowledge of certain of these marks, corrections are welcomed and will
be attended to in due course (next in mid 2011) Additional information is also welcomed.

